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SOLUTIONS TO STATIC PROBLEMS 

7300 V2 

7080 Bar 

Single Web or Sheet Free Air 
Free Air 

DC Power Out 

X 

Earth Bar/Metal Rod to Generator 

The earth bar/metal rod assumes the opposite polarity to that of the 
7080 Generator Bar.   If the Bar is negative (-) the earth bar/metal 
rod will become positive (+) and vice versa. 

X = the position where multiple webs or sheets are pinned to form a bonded single sheet or web. 

PINNING MULTIPLE WEBS OR SHEETS 
Page 1 of 2 

DC Generator Bars Model 7080 can be used to adhere (pin) two or more webs together, expelling trapped air and producing a long lasting bond 
that allows easier processing further down line. The materials can be the same but are often different - say paper and plastic film. 
 
In most cases using a single polarity generator bar and a proximity earth is enough to produce the desired effect.  
 
Choosing the desired polarity of the generator is influenced by the position of the material on the triboelectric scale - most plastics are negative and 
paper is positive. If pinning materials from both sides then you can select either polarity generator. 
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X = the position where multiple webs or sheets are pinned to form a bonded single sheet or web. 

PINNING MULTIPLE WEBS OR SHEETS 
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7300 V2 Nega ve 

7300 V2 Posi ve 

Nega ve 7080 Bar  

Posi ve 7080 Bar  

Free Air 

Free Air 

X 

Where multiple webs (more than two) or thicker materials require bonding the use of one a single powered bar and proximity earth may not be 
powerful enough -- however replacing the earth bar with a powered generator bar of the opposite polarity to that of the original bar can double the 
power and the pinning capacity. 


